
What our Customers say...
“I had my 5.0L V8 motor on my boat serviced with some really good 
results. The engine was very rough and struggling to idle smoothly...  
30 minutes of this magic and it was running as good as new. 
It’s cancelled out the misfire and now idles as it should - a great 
improvement.”   Mr J Lawrence - Essex.

Restoring Marine Performance with the
Ultimate Mobile Engine Detox
Our innovative Engine Carbon Clean service uses the latest hydrogen technology 
to revitalise your engine with immediate, noticeable, and long lasting results.

As part of your regular marine maintenance, the service is suitable for two and 
four stroke engines across outboard and inboard motors. The Engine Carbon 
Clean service is a truly versatile solution for the wide range of marine vessels up 
to 30 litres with potential capacity for up to 100 litres. 

ENGINE COMPONENT CARE 

Carbon build-up leads to potentially expensive 
issues such as EGR valves, DPF filters, turbo 
issues, inlet manifold & injector problems.  
These may all be helped by the Engine Carbon 
Clean service if due to carbonisation,  
and maintained with  
a regular service.

FUEL SAVING

Carbon build-up in the engine can dramatically 
reduce a vessel’s fuel efficiency. Removing the 
carbon using the Engine Carbon Clean service 
will reverse this process thereby improving the 
vessel’s fuel consumption. Most customers are 
experiencing an improvement in MPG and lower 
fuel bills.

EMISSIONS

The Engine Carbon Clean service significantly 
reduces harmful emissions including those 
produced by bunker oil.

POWER AND PERFORMANCE 

Removing carbon from the engine will allow 
for restored power and torque, smoother 
performance delivery as well as a quieter engine.

www.enginecarbonclean.com

ENGINE CARBON 
CLEAN SERVICE



How does the Engine Carbon 
Clean service work?
1. The unit is connected to the engine’s 

air intake pipe.

2. A small amount of hydrogen is 
carefully injected whilst the engine  
is running.

3. The entire inlet system, cylinder head 
and exhaust manifold benefit without 
any interference or damage to the 
engine.

4. The unit is safely disconnected and the 
vessel is ready to be used. 

Key Benefits:
 Effects are immediate

 Safe and easy to use

 Uses only tap water

 No chemicals or additives used

 Environmentally safe

 Total green technology

 No dismantling of any engine parts

 CE marked product with full insurance

The service is suitable for petrol, diesel or LPG engines from 1 to 30 litres: 

     Speedboats       Powerboats       Super Yachts       Sailing Boats       Fishing Boats 

     Trawlers       Tugs       Rescue vessels / Coastguard

To book your Engine Carbon Clean service, call us on 01494 817174  
or visit: www.enginecarbonclean.com for more information

www.enginecarbonclean.com
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We offer the Engine Carbon Clean service 
as a mobile service where we carry out the 
service directly on your marine vessel.


